
 

Apple wins watch ban pause in US patent
feud

December 27 2023

  
 

  

An Apple Watch 9 displays blood-oxygen level detection settings.

A federal court handed Apple a victory on Wednesday by suspending a
ban on the US sale of its latest watch models in a feud over patents with
health company Masimo.

"We are thrilled to return the full Apple Watch lineup to customers in
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time for the new year," an Apple spokesperson said in an email to AFP.

"Apple Watch Series 9 and Apple Watch Ultra 2, including the blood
oxygen feature, will become available for purchase again in the United
States at Apple Stores starting today and from apple.com tomorrow by
12 pm (2000 GMT)," the email added.

The ban on certain Apple smartwatch models came into effect Tuesday,
after US President Joe Biden's administration opted not to veto a ruling
on the patent infringements.

But the federal court said the ban order would not take effect pending its
consideration of whether to allow a pause on the ban throughout the full
appeal process.

After a complaint by Masimo, the United States International Trade
Commission (ITC) decided in October to ban Apple Watch models over
a patented technology for detecting blood-oxygen levels.

Masimo contends it invented the technology and that Apple poached key
employees to win access to the know-how.

Apple last week paused its US sales of Apple Watch Series 9 and Apple
Watch Ultra 2 in compliance with the order.

But the iPhone-maker contends that the ITC finding was in error and
should be reversed, and appealed the decision in the federal appeals
court.

Masimo declined to comment on the development. Apple did not
immediately reply to a query from AFP.
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